Creativity thrives at Rice! Join Rice’s Center for Education to hear four of the University’s most creative thinkers explore the nature of creativity in fields as different as the musical and dramatic arts, an unconventional historical investigation, and the daunting science of climate change.

**Introduction:** Y. Ping Sun, University Representative

**Speakers:**

- **Anthony Brandt** – Associate Professor, Shepherd School of Music and Co-founder and Artistic Director of Musiqa
- **Melissa Kean** – Author and Rice’s Centennial Historian
- **Christina Keefe** – Performer and Director of the Rice Theatre Program in the Department of Visual and Dramatic Arts
- **Ron Sass** – Fellow in global climate change at the Baker Institute, Professor Emeritus, and Co-founder of the Center for Education

**Rice University Grand Hall**
in the Rice Student Center

A reception following the presentation will provide opportunities to continue the conversation on creativity. Teachers participating in the Center for Education’s Literacy and the Arts programs will be on hand to share the many ways they are making creativity central to children’s learning.
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